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Abstract. Kaplansky’s zero divisor conjecture envisions that for a torsion-free group G
and an integral domain R, the group ring RŒG does not contain non-trivial zero divisors.
We define the length of an element ˛ 2 RŒG as the minimal non-negative integer k for
which there are ring elements r1; : : : ; rk 2 R and group elements g1; : : : ; gk 2 G such
that ˛ D r1g1 C    C rkgk . We investigate the conjecture when R is the field of rational
numbers. By a reduction to the finite field with two elements, we show that if ˛ˇ D 0
for non-trivial elements in the group ring of a torsion-free group over the rationals, then
the lengths of ˛ and ˇ cannot be among certain combinations. More precisely, we show
for various pairs of integers .i; j / that if one of the lengths is at most i , then the other
length must exceed j . Using combinatorial arguments we show this for the pairs .3; 6/
and .4; 4/. With a computer-assisted approach we strengthen this to show the statement
holds for the pairs .3; 16/ and .4; 7/. As part of our method, we describe a combinatorial
structure, which we call matched rectangles, and show that for these a canonical labeling
can be computed in quadratic time. Each matched rectangle gives rise to a presentation of
a group. These associated groups are universal in the sense that there is no counter-example
to the conjecture among them if and only if the conjecture is true over the rationals.
1 Introduction
Given a ring R and a group G, we denote by RŒG the group ring of G over R.
Recall that if for ˛; ˇ 2 RŒG n ¹0º we have ˛ˇ D 0, then ˛ as well as ˇ are called
non-trivial zero divisors. Around 1940 Kaplansky asked whether for an integral
domain R the group ring RŒG of a torsion-free group G over R can have non-
trivial zero divisors (see [26]).
Conjecture 1.1 (Kaplansky’s zero divisor conjecture). For a torsion-free group G
and an integral domain R, the group ring RŒG does not contain non-trivial zero
divisors.
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In this paper we pursue an algorithmic approach to the Zero Divisor Conjec-
ture. To this end, we explain in the following section why it is reasonable to
consider the problem over F2, the field that contains exactly two elements. We
describe how having zero divisors ˛ and ˇ with ˛ˇ D 0 in a group ring F2ŒG
gives rise to an associated torsion-free, finitely presented group, which also has
zero divisors. For brevity, we call a torsion-free group, which has non-trivial zero
divisors over F2, a counter-example. The associated groups are universal among
the counter-examples in the sense that every counter-example G contains a sub-
group H 0, which is a counter-example and which is a factor group of a counter-
example among the associated groups. Similar considerations leading to a uni-
versal family of finitely presented groups have been performed independently by
other researchers [6, 25].
As explained, it suffices for us to consider associated groups. There is a corre-
spondence between these groups and a class of combinatorial objects, which we
call matched rectangles.
The length of an element ˛ 2 RŒG is the minimal non-negative integer k for
which there are ring elements r1; : : : ; rk 2 R and group elements g1; : : : ; gk 2 G
such that ˛ D r1g1 C    C rkgk . When the lengths of the zero divisors ˛ and ˇ
are bounded, there are only finitely many associated groups that arise from the
construction mentioned above. Using combinatorial arguments, we show for spe-
cific length bounds that none of these associated groups are counter-examples, and
thus prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2. LetG be a torsion-free group and let ˛; ˇ 2 QŒG n ¹0º be non-zero
elements of the group ring of G over Q with length.˛/ D n and length.ˇ/ D m,
If ˛ˇ D 0, then the following hold:
(i) n > 2,
(ii) m > 2,
(iii) n > 3 or m > 6,
(iv) n > 6 or m > 3,
(v) n > 4 or m > 4.
For greater length combinations, the arguments required to show that none
of the associated groups are counter-examples become excessively tedious and
amount to a large case distinction. This calls for a computer-assisted approach.
Using the canonical construction path method by McKay [22], we design an algo-
rithm that, for a fixed length combination .n;m/, enumerates all minimal matched
rectangles of dimensions at most .n;m/, which correspond to counter-examples.
We obtain the following strengthened variant of Theorem 1.2.
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Theorem 1.3 (computer-assisted). Suppose that G is a torsion-free group and
let ˛; ˇ 2 QŒG n ¹0º, with length.˛/ D n and length.ˇ/ D m, be non-zero ele-
ments of the group ring of G over Q. If ˛ˇ D 0, then the following hold:
(i) n > 2,
(ii) m > 2,
(iii) n > 3 or m > 16,
(iv) n > 16 or m > 3,
(v) n > 4 or m > 7,
(vi) n > 7 or m > 4.
Figure 1 depicts the length combinations that are excluded by Theorems 1.2
and 1.3.
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Figure 1. The figure depicts the various length combinations for which zero divisors
cannot occur overQ. The gray shaded regions cannot occur due to the general state-
ments for length at most 2 (Theorem 2.1) and due to the fact that one of the lengths
must be even. The squares striped from bottom left to top right and the squares
striped from top left to bottom right are excluded by combinatorial arguments (The-
orem 1.2) and with the aid of a computer (Theorem 1.3), respectively.
Related work. In his book, Passman [26] extensively covers results related to
the Zero Divisor Conjecture. Since then progress has been made in various direc-
tions but the conjecture itself remains open. First known for right orderable groups
(see [21]), Lewin [18] showed the conjecture holds for amalgamated free products
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when the group ring of the subgroup over which the amalgam is formed satisfies
the Ore condition. Using this, Formanek [10] showed the conjecture for supersolv-
able groups. Subsequent extension by Brown [4] and Farkas and Snider [9] led
to polycyclic-by-finite groups. This was again extended by Snider [27]. Finally
Kropholler, Linnell, and Moody [15] used K-theory to resolve the conjecture for
elementary amenable groups. In other directions, Lewin and Lewin [19] showed
the conjecture for one-relator groups, Lazard [16] treated congruence subgroups
(see also [8]) and Delzant [5] certain hyperbolic groups.
For the case where R is isomorphic to the integers or to the field Fp that has p
elements for some prime p, Lichtman [20] gave a reformulation of the conjec-
ture as a group-theoretic problem dealing solely with subgroups of a free group.
Linnell [21], also surveying the status of the conjecture, considered an analytic
variant. Subsequently, Elek [7] showed this analytic variant to be equivalent to
the original conjecture. Ivanov [13] exhibited a connection between asphericity of
specific topological spaces and the Zero Divisor Conjecture for which Leary [17]
gave a short variant of the proof. Along these lines recently, Kim showed aspheric-
ity of certain one-relator presentations [14].
Structure of the paper. In Section 2 we define matched rectangles and their as-
sociated groups and prove their universality with respect to the Zero Divisor Con-
jecture. In Section 3 we argue briefly that all quotients of a solvable Baumslag–
Solitar group satisfy the Zero Divisor Conjecture. Using this and other combinato-
rial arguments we then prove Theorem 1.2 in Section 4. In Section 5 we show how
to label canonically matched rectangles without proper matched sub-rectangles in
polynomial time and use this in Section 6 to prove Theorem 1.3 with the help of
a computer. We conclude in Section 7.
2 Matched rectangles
Let R be an integral domain and G be a torsion-free group. It is well known that
an element of length 2 cannot be a zero divisor in the group ring RŒG. We start by
showing this statement using a proof technique that captures some essential ideas
of our approach.
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a torsion-free group and R be an integral domain. If an
element ˛ 2 RŒG n ¹0º has length at most 2, then ˛ is not a zero divisor.
Proof. The statement is obvious if ˛ has length 1. Since every integral domain
embeds into a field, we can assume without loss of generality that R is a field.
Suppose that a zero divisor ˛ has length 2 for a torsion-free group G. By sym-
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metry it suffices to show that ˛ is not a left zero divisor, i.e., we may assume for
contradiction that there exists a ˇ 2 RŒG n ¹0º such that ˛ˇ D 0. By multiplying
with a suitable group element and a suitable ring element from the left we can
see that we can choose ˛ such that ˛ D 1C rg for some 1 ¤ g 2 G and r 2 R.
Similarly, by multiplication from the right, we can show that ˇ can be chosen
to have the form ˇ D 1C `2h2 C    C `mhm, where m is the length of ˇ, and
all hi are distinct and different from 1. For notational simplicity we define h1 D 1
and `1 D 1. If it was the case thatm D 1, then 1C rg D 0 would follow, yielding
a contradiction. We may thus assume m > 1.
Since ˛ˇ D 1C `2h2C    C `mhmC gC r`2gh2C    C r`mghm D 0, and
since ghi ¤ ghj for i ¤ j , there is a bijection W ¹1; : : : ; mº ! ¹1; : : : ; mº such
that hi D gh.i/.
We now argue that there is a t 2 ¹1; : : : ; mº such that gt D 1. By induction on k
we see that for all i 2 ¹1; : : : ; mº and all k 2 Zwe have hi D gkhk.i/. Since  is
a permutation, there is a t > 0 such that t .1/ D 1 and thus 1 D h1 D gth1 D gt .
This shows that G has torsion and yields a contradiction.
A similar statement for group ring elements ˛ of length at most 3 is not known.
Note that Kaplansky’s zero divisor conjecture is equivalent to the theorem being
true for all lengths. Though it is not clear how to show a similar statement for
length 3, for some rings we can show statements of the following form. If ˛ˇ D 0,
then ˛ must have length longer than n 2 N or ˇ must have length longer than
m 2 N. To prove a statement of this form, we first explain how to reduce the
problem to a statement over the field F2.
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a group. If ˛; ˇ 2 QŒG n ¹0º with ˛ˇ D 0, then for ev-
ery prime number p the group ring FpŒG has elements ˛0; ˇ0 2 FpŒG n ¹0º with
˛0ˇ0 D 0 such that length.˛0/ 6 length.˛/ and length.ˇ0/ 6 length.ˇ/.
Proof. By multiplying ˛ and ˇ with suitable rationals, we can achieve that both
˛ and ˇ contain only integral coefficients and that they both contain a coefficient
that is not divisible by p.
In this case, the canonical projections onto FpŒG of both ˛ and ˇ are non-trivial
elements ˛0 and ˇ0 with
length.˛0/ 6 length.˛/ and length.ˇ0/ 6 length.ˇ/:
Moreover ˛0ˇ0 D 0 in FpŒG.
Corollary 2.3. LetG be a group. If for some prime number p the group ring FpŒG
does not have non-trivial zero divisors, then QŒG does not have non-trivial zero
divisors.
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The corollary justifies considering the special case where R D F2, for which
the conjecture is also open. Consider a groupG that is a potential counter-example
to the Zero Divisor Conjecture. Recall that for an element  D g1 C    C gk of
length k, the support of ˛, denoted by supp./, is the set ¹g1; : : : ; gkº. Also recall
that a perfect matching of a set S is a partition of S into sets of size 2, while
a partial matching of S is a perfect matching of a subset of S . Two elements
that are in the same partition form a matched pair and are said to be matched to
each other.
Suppose for two elements ˛; ˇ 2 F2ŒG n ¹0ºwe have ˛ˇ D 0. Further suppose
that ˛ D g1 C    C gn and ˇ D h1 C    C hm. Without loss of generality we
can assume that G is generated by supp.˛/ [ supp.ˇ/. Otherwise we replace G
by the subgroup generated by this set. In order for the equation ˛ˇ D 0 to hold,
there must be a perfect matching of the pairs in ¹1; : : : ; nº  ¹1; : : : ; mº such that
for products corresponding to matched pairs equality holds, i.e., if .i; j / is matched
to .i 0; j 0/, then gihj D gi 0hj 0 . Figure 2 illustrates such a perfect matching as an
example. Note that the perfect matching is not unique if more than two of the
occurring products yield the same group element. However, for our purpose it will
always suffice to pick an arbitrary perfect matching.
h1 h2 h3 h4
g1
g2
g3
g4
Figure 2. A matched 4  4 rectangle.
Consider the finitely presented group G given by the presentation
G D hg1; : : : ; gn; h1; : : : ; hm j ¹gihj D gi 0hj 0 j .i; j / is matched to .i 0; j 0/ºi:
The group G projects homomorphically onto G and by construction also contains
zero divisors. If it follows from the relations in G that two of the generators gi are
equal or two of the generators hj are equal, then this is also the case in the groupG.
This contradicts the assumption that in F2ŒG the elements ˛ and ˇ have length n
and m respectively. More strongly, in the universal torsion-free image of G the
images of all generators g1; : : : ; gn must be distinct and all generators h1; : : : ; hm
must be distinct. Recall that the universal torsion-free image of a group is the
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unique quotient obtained as the limit of the process of repeatedly adding relations
that force all torsion elements to be trivial. By a standard category theoretic argu-
ment, one can see that all torsion-free quotients of a group are also quotients of the
universal torsion-free image (see [3]).
Definition 2.4. For positive integers n andm, an n mmatched rectangle is a per-
fect matching M of the elements in ¹.i; j / j i 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº; j 2 ¹1; : : : ; mºº, i.e.,
it is a partition of ¹.i; j / j i 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº; j 2 ¹1; : : : ; mºº into sets of size 2.
Given an n m matched rectangle M we define the associated group /tor.M/
as the universal torsion-free image of the group given by the presentation
.M/D hg1; : : : ; gn; h1; : : : ; hm j ¹gihj D gi 0hj 0 jM matches .i; j / to .i 0; j 0/ºi:
We denote the images of the canonical projection to the group /tor.M/ of the
generators gi and hj by gMi and h
M
j . However, if it is apparent from the context
that the elements belong to the associated group arising from the matched rectan-
gle M , we may, abusing notation, drop the superscript M .
Note that for fixed n;m 2 N there are only finitely many n m matched rect-
angles and consequently only finitely many associated groups.
We define an n m partially matched rectangle M to be a partial matching M
of the elements in ¹.i; j / j i 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº; j 2 ¹1; : : : ; mºº and we define its asso-
ciated group /tor.M/ in the same way in which it is defined for matched rectan-
gles.
We say that a partially matched rectangle is degenerate if for the associated
group /tor.M/ it is not the case that all generators gM1 ; : : : ; g
M
m are distinct or if
it is not the case that all generators hM1 ; : : : ; h
M
n are distinct. In this case we also
call the associated group /tor.M/ degenerate.
Lemma 2.5. IfM is a matched rectangle and the associated group /tor.M/ is not
degenerate, then the group ring F2Œ/tor.M/ contains non-trivial zero divisors.
Proof. Suppose that M is a non-degenerate matched n m rectangle. Consider
the two elements ˛ D gM1 C    C gMn and ˇ D hM1 C    C hMm in F2Œ/tor.M/.
Since M is not degenerate, all generators gMi are distinct. Likewise all genera-
tors hMj are distinct and thus ˛; ˇ 2 F2Œ/tor.M/ n ¹0º . By definition of the asso-
ciated group ˛ˇ D 0 in F2Œ/tor.M/.
We define ˛M WD gM1 C    C gMn and ˇM WD hM1 C    C hMm as the zero di-
visors of F2Œ/tor.M/ corresponding to M .
Being a universal torsion-free group, the group /tor.M/ is in particular torsion-
free. Therefore, if /tor.M/ is not degenerate, it constitutes a counter-example to
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the Zero Divisor Conjecture over F2. The lemma thus shows that a non-degenerate
matched rectangle gives rise to a counter-example to the conjecture over F2. The
converse of this statement is also true, as shown by the following lemma.
Lemma 2.6. Let G be a torsion-free group. If ˛; ˇ 2 F2ŒG n ¹0º with ˛ˇ D 0,
then there is a non-degenerate length.˛/  length.ˇ/ matched rectangle.
Proof. Suppose that ˛ D g1 C    C gn and ˇ D h1 C    C hm. Since ˛ˇ D 0,
there is a perfect matching of ¹1; : : : ; nº  ¹1; : : : ; mº such that if .i; j / is matched
to .i 0; j 0/, then one has gihj D gi 0hj 0 . Let M be the matched rectangle that cor-
responds to this perfect matching. By definition, the associated group /tor.M/
maps canonically, homomorphically to the subgroup of G that is generated by the
set ¹g1; : : : ; gn; h1; : : : ; hmº. Additionally this canonical homomorphism has the
property that the images of all generators gi are distinct and the images of all
generators hj are distinct. Thus /tor.M/ is not degenerate.
We say two partially matched rectangles are isomorphic if there is a permutation
of the columns and a permutation of the rows that transform one partially matched
rectangle into the other. For an nmmatched rectangleM and an n0m0 matched
rectangle M 0 with n0 6 n and m0 6 m we say M 0 is a partially matched sub-
rectangle of M if there are injections
W ¹1; : : : ; n0º ! ¹1; : : : ; nº and 0W ¹1; : : : ; m0º ! ¹1; : : : ; mº
such that the following statement holds. If .i; j / is matched to .i 0; j 0/ by M 0,
then the pair ..i/; 0.j // is matched to ..i 0/; 0.j 0// by M . We call the pair of
maps .; 0/ a homomorphism from M 0 to M .
Lemma 2.7. Let M and M 0 be partially matched rectangles. If M 0 is a partially
matched sub-rectangle of M and /tor.M 0/ is degenerate, then /tor.M/ is degen-
erate.
Proof. Let n0 6 n andm0 6 m and let .; 0/ be a homomorphism from an n0m0
matched rectangle M 0 to an n m matched rectangle M . Let gM 01 ; : : : ; gM
0
n0 and
hM
0
1 ; : : : ; h
M 0
m0 be the generators of /tor.M
0/. Then the map that sends gM 0i to gM.i/
and hM
0
j to h
M
0.j / extends to a homomorphism from /tor.M
0/ to /tor.M/ send-
ing generators to generators. Since /tor.M 0/ is degenerate, there are two genera-
tors gM
0
i and g
M 0
i 0 that are equal, or two generators h
M 0
j and h
M 0
j 0 that are equal.
Thus
gM.i/ D gM.i 0/ or hM0.j / D hM0.j 0/;
showing that M is degenerate.
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We now define a family of particularly simple partially matched rectangles that
we will employ frequently.
Definition 2.8. For i > 2 let M cyci be the 2  i partially matched rectangle given
by the partial matching that matches .j; 1/ with .j C 1; 2/ for j 2 ¹1; : : : ; i   1º.
(See Figure 3.)
: : :
: : :
Figure 3. The partially matched rectangles M cyci .
It is easy to see that if M cyci is a partially matched sub-rectangle of an m  i
partially matched rectangle M with m > 2, then M is degenerate. We will prove
a generalization of this statement at the end of this section.
Lemma 2.9. If M is a matched rectangle without matched sub-rectangle, then
for every h 2 supp.ˇM / the set ¹hº [ supp.˛M / is a generating set of /tor.M/.
If additionally 1 2 supp.ˇM /, then supp.˛M / is a generating set of /tor.M/.
Proof. By using the defining relations, it follows that the smallest subgroup that
contains ¹hº [ supp.˛M / contains all elements in supp.ˇM /.
For an n m partially matched rectangleM we define for .i; j / 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº
¹1; : : : ; mº the .i; j /-core subgroup as the quotient of /tor.M/ obtained by adding
the relations gi D hj D 1.
Lemma 2.10. LetM be an n m matched rectangle. All core subgroups ofM are
isomorphic. Moreover, the group /tor.M/ is isomorphic to the free product of the
core subgroup with the free group of rank 2.
Proof. We show that the .1; 1/-core subgroup is isomorphic to the .2; 1/-core sub-
group using Tietze transformations. By symmetry, this shows that all core sub-
groups are isomorphic. Let hg1; : : : ; gn; h1; : : : ; hm j g1; h1; Ri be the standard
presentation for the .1; 1/-core subgroup and ha1; : : : ; an; h1; : : : ; hm j a2; h1; R0i
be the standard presentation for the .2; 1/-core subgroup. With Tietze transfor-
mations, we will transform both presentations to the same common presentation.
We add to the first presentation generators a1; : : : ; an and relators ai D g 12 gi
for all i 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº. We then add all relations from R0, which are satisfied by
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construction of the core subgroups. To the second presentation we add all gen-
erators g1; : : : ; gn and relators ai D a 11 gi for all i 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº. We then add
all relations from R, which are satisfied again by construction of the core sub-
groups. It suffices now to realize that a1 D g 12 g1 (or equivalently a2 D a 11 g2)
implies a1 D g 12 in both groups and therefore the presentations are equivalent.
To show the second statement, let hg1; : : : ; gn; h1; : : : ; hm j g1; h1; Ri be the
standard presentation for the .1; 1/-core subgroup. Then the presentation given
by hx; g1; : : : ; gn; y; h1; : : : ; hm j g1; h1;Ri is a presentation of the free product of
the core subgroup with the free group of rank 2. Let ha1; : : : ; an; b1; : : : ; bm j R0i
be the standard presentation of /tor.M/. A similar Tietze transformation tech-
nique as above, namely introducing adequate generators and the relators ai D xgi
and bj D yhj , shows that these two presentations present isomorphic groups.
Definition 2.11. Let M be an n m partially matched rectangle and suppose
that p 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº  ¹1; : : : ; mº. The cyclic closure of p is the unique pair of
minimal subsets .A;B/ with A  ¹1; : : : ; nº and B  ¹1; : : : ; mº such that the
following holds:
(i) p 2 A  B ,
(ii) if .i; j / 2 A  B and .i 0; j 0/ is paired to .i; j /, then i 0 2 A and j 0 2 B
or i 0 … A and j 0 … B .
The term cyclic closure stems from the fact that the sets A and B generate
certain cyclic subgroups of the core subgroup.
Lemma 2.12. Let M be an n m matched rectangle. Suppose .A;B/ is the cy-
clic closure of a position p 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº  ¹1; : : : ; mº. If A D ¹1; : : : ; nº or B D
¹1; : : : ; mº, then M is degenerate.
Proof. By symmetry, it suffices to show the lemma under the assumptions that
the cyclic closure .A;B/ of p satisfies A D ¹1; : : : ; nº. Consider the p-core sub-
group. Suppose that p is matched to p0 and let .g; h/ be the pair of generators
of the standard representation of the p-core subgroup corresponding to p0. By
construction g D h 1. We show that the group generated by g contains all gener-
ators g1; : : : ; gn and all generators that correspond to columns in B . To show this
by induction, it suffices to observe that if three of the elements in ¹gi ; gi 0 ; hj ; hj 0º
are in the group generated by g and gihj D gi 0hj 0 , then all elements of this set are
in the group generated by g. If the cyclic closure .A;B/ were to satisfy
A D ¹1; : : : ; nº;
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then the group generated by the rows and columns of this cyclic closure would
be cyclic and its group ring would contain non-trivial zero divisors, which gives
a contradiction.
3 Solvable Baumslag–Solitar groups
Since Z is orderable, it fulfills the Zero Divisor Conjecture. The only other groups
for which we will need the validity of the conjecture in this paper are the solv-
able Baumslag–Solitar groups. The Baumslag–Solitar group BS.m; n/ is the group
given by the presentation
ha; b j bamb 1 D ani:
The Baumslag–Solitar groups [1] are HNN-extensions. Among them are the
first known examples of non-Hopfian groups. A Baumslag–Solitar group is solv-
able if and only if jmj D 1 or jnj D 1.
We argue that every quotient of a solvable Baumslag–Solitar group BS.1; n/
satisfies the Zero Divisor Conjecture over F2. This can also be seen by using right
orderability or from the general theorem by Kropholler, Linnell, and Moody [15],
which in particular shows that solvable groups satisfy the conjecture.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that n 2 Z and G is a quotient group of BS.1; n/. The
group ring F2ŒG does not have non-trivial zero divisors.
Proof. For n D 0 and n D 1 the group and all its factors are Abelian and thus,
if it is torsion-free, the group ring F2 cannot have zero divisors. We thus sup-
pose n … ¹0; 1º. Every element in the group BS.1; n/ can be written as biakb`
with i; k; ` 2 Z. Suppose that G is a proper quotient of BS.1; n/. This means that
there are integers i; k; ` 2 Z with i C ` ¤ 0 or k ¤ 0 such that biakbl D 1 in G,
but biakb` ¤ 1 in BS.1; n/. Thus a k D biC` in G with k ¤ 0 or i C ` ¤ 0.
If k D 0 or i C ` D 0, then a or b is a torsion element. Otherwise
a k D biC` D bbiC`b 1 D ba kb 1 D a nk
which, since n ¤ 1, shows that a is a torsion element. ThusG is cyclic or contains
torsion. In any case, it fulfills the conjecture.
It remains to consider the case in which G D BS.1; n/. Suppose that ˛ and ˇ
are elements in F2ŒBS.1; n/ n ¹0º with ˛ˇ D 0. Suppose further that
˛ D g1 C    C gn0 and ˇ D h1 C    C hm0 :
Consider the homomorphism  from BS.1; n/ to Z that sends b to 1 and a to 0.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that
max¹.gi / j i 2 ¹1; : : : ; n0ºº D max¹.hj / j j 2 ¹1; : : : ; m0ºº D 0:
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Let A D  1.0/ \ supp.˛/ and B D  1.0/ \ supp.ˇ/. ThenX
g2A
g
X
h2B
h

D 0
showing that the group ring over the kernel of  contains zero divisors, but this
kernel is ZŒ1=n and every finitely generated subgroup of it is isomorphic to Z,
which gives a contradiction.
4 Combinatorial considerations
Since an n mmatched rectangle in particular requires a perfect matching on a set
of size nm, there are no n m matched rectangles if both n and m are odd. By
Theorem 2.1, if n 6 2 or m 6 2, then every n m matched rectangle is degen-
erate. We thus turn to longer lengths, where at least one of the integers n and m
is even.
4.1 Degeneracy of 3 m matched rectangles
Let M be a 3 m matched rectangle that is not degenerate. Since M is not de-
generate, no two positions that lie in the same column are matched to each other.
Suppose that two matched pairs in M match the same columns c1 and c2, i.e.,
position .i; c1/ is matched to .j; c2/ and position .i 0; c1/ is matched to .j 0; c2/
with i; i 0; j; j 0 2 ¹1; 2; 3º and i ¤ i 0. Then M contains .M cyc3 /T , the transpose
of M cyc3 , as a partially matched sub-rectangle, and is therefore degenerate (Lem-
ma 2.12). This observation allows us to associate a cubic (i.e., 3-regular) graph
with every non-degenerate 3 m matched rectangle.
Definition 4.1. LetM be a non-degenerate 3 mmatched rectangle. Then K.M/,
the graph underlyingM , is the graph on the vertex set ¹1; : : : ; mº that has an edge
from c1 to c2 if there is an matched pair that matches a position in column c1 to
a position in column c2.
Theorem 4.2. Let M be a non-degenerate 3 m matched rectangle. Then K.M/,
the graph underlying M , is a simple cubic graph that does not have a triangle.
Proof. Let M be a non-degenerate 3 m matched rectangle. By the arguments
given before the definition, the graph K.M/ is simple and cubic. Suppose that
the graph has a cycle of length 3. Then M has a 3  3 partially matched sub-
rectangle M 0 with three matched pairs that induce a 3-cycle. Since M 0 is not de-
generate, M 0 does not contain a completely matched sub-rectangle. Up to isomor-
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(a) A 3  3 partially
matched rectangle
with cyclic core
subgroup.
1
g
x
1 g h
(b) A 3  3 partially
matched rectangle with
a core subgroup isomor-
phic to BS.1; 1/.
1
g
x
1 g h
(c) A 3  3 partially
matched rectangle with
a core subgroup isomor-
phic to BS.1; 1/.
Figure 4. Several 3 3 partially matched rectangles whose associated graph is a tri-
angle. Here and in all following figures g denotes g 1.
phism there are three possibilities for M 0, all depicted in Figure 4. However, M 0
cannot be the partially matched rectangle shown in Figure 4a by Lemma 2.12. Sup-
pose that M 0 is isomorphic to the partially matched rectangle shown in Figure 4b.
We consider the .1; 1/-core subgroup of /tor.M/ by setting g1 D 1 and h1 D 1.
We define g WD h2, h WD h3 and x WD g3.
 Since .1; 1/ is matched to .2; 2/ (i.e., 1 D g2  h2), this implies g2 D g D g 1.
 Since .3; 1/ is matched to .2; 3/, we conclude that x D gh.
 Since .3; 2/ is matched to .1; 3/, we conclude that xg D h.
Combining the two equations implies that ghg D h. Since x lies in the subgroup
generated by g and h, by Lemma 2.9, g and h generate /tor.M/. Since ghg D h
is the only relation in the Baumslag–Solitar group BS.1; 1/, the group /tor.M/ is
a factor group of the group BS.1; 1/ and thus the matched rectangle M is degen-
erate by Theorem 3.1.
Suppose now that M 0 is isomorphic to the partially matched rectangle shown
in Figure 4c. By a consideration analogous to the previous case, we conclude
that x D gh and xh D g. Thus gh2 D g, which implies h2 D g2. Again, by Lem-
ma 2.9, g and h generate /tor.M/. Recalling that the presentation ha; b j a2 D b2i
is an alternative presentation of the fundamental group of the Klein bottle, and thus
a group isomorphic to BS.1; 1/, we conclude that M is degenerate.
Since there is no triangle-free cubic graph on four vertices, we obtain as corol-
lary that every 3  4 matched rectangle is degenerate.
Corollary 4.3. Every 3  4 matched rectangle M is degenerate.
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1
g
x
1 g g
2 g3
(a) A 3  4 partially matched
rectangle. The cyclic closure
of .1; 1/ spans all rows.
1
g
h
1 g g
2
h
(b) A 3  4 partially matched
rectangle. Its core subgroup is
isomorphic to BS.1; 1/.
1
g
h
1 g hg x
(c) A 3  4 partially matched
rectangle. Its core subgroup is
isomorphic to BS.1; 1/.
1
g
h
1 g hg h
(d) A 3  4 partially matched
rectangle. Its core subgroup is
cyclic.
Figure 5. Several types of 3  4 partially matched rectangles.
To show that all 3  6 matched rectangles are degenerate, we can exploit the
fact that there is only one triangle-free graph on six vertices (see [2]), namely the
complete bipartite graph with two partition classes of size 3.
Lemma 4.4. Every 3  6 matched rectangle M is degenerate.
Proof. Let M be a non-degenerate matched 3  6 rectangle. First observe that M
cannot containM cyc3 : there is only one cubic triangle free graph on six vertices and
this graph does not have an induced path of length 3. If M were to contain M cyc3 ,
say without loss of generality in the first four columns, then there must be an
additional matched pair within the first four columns, which shows that either M
has a proper matched sub-rectangle or the cyclic closure of each of the matched
pairs in theM cyc3 partially matched sub-rectangle spans all rows (Figure 5a). Either
way, this implies that M is degenerate.
We now argue thatM also does not contain any of the other matched rectangles
shown in Figure 5. (In these figures, by considering the core subgroup, all ele-
ments on the left have been assigned names as depicted. For the elements on the
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top, the given product representations then follow from the relations determined by
the partially matched rectangle.) Suppose that M contained the partially matched
rectangle from Figure 5b. By considering the core subgroup, as indicated in Fig-
ure 5b, we see that g2 D h 2 and thus M would be a factor group of BS.1; 1/.
If M contained the partially matched rectangle shown in Figure 5c, then the re-
lations g 1x D h 1g and g 1 D hx imply hgh 1 D g 2 and we get a similar
conclusion using the group BS.1; 2/. Finally, in the case depicted in Figure 5d,
we conclude from h 1g D g 1h that .h 1g/2 D 1 and, using torsion-freeness,
obtain that g D h. This implies that in all cases M is degenerate.
We conclude the proof by showing that M must contain one of the partially
matched rectangles shown in Figure 5. By permuting rows and columns, we can
achieve that position .1; 1/ is matched to position .2; 2/, and position .2; 1/ is
matched to position .3; 3/: indeed, M must contain such a configuration since
otherwise it contains a proper matched sub-rectangle or M cyc3 and is thus degen-
erate. We can also achieve that position .3; 1/ is matched to some position in col-
umn 4. Since the unique cubic, triangle-free graph on six vertices does not contain
induced paths of length 3, some position in column 4 must be matched to some po-
sition in column 1. If position .3; 1/were matched to .4; 2/, thenM would contain
one of the partially matched sub-rectangles shown in Figures 5c and 5d. Thus .3; 1/
is matched to .4; 3/. But then position .4; 1/ is not matched to column 1, since
this would create one of the forbidden partially matched sub-rectangles. Without
loss of generality, .4; 1/ is matched to column 5. It thus must be matched to .5; 2/
sinceM containedM cyc3 otherwise. By applying the induced path argument again,
we conclude that .5; 1/ must be matched to .2; 3/, which creates M cyc3 .
4.2 Degeneracy of 4  4 matched rectangles
In the rest of this section we show that every 4  4matched rectangle is degenerate.
To do so, we first show that a non-degenerate 3  3 partially matched rectangle can
have at most three matched pairs.
Lemma 4.5. Every 3  3 partially matched rectangle with four matched positions
is degenerate.
Proof. Suppose thatM is a non-degenerate partially matched 3  3 rectangle with
four matched positions. Since there are four matched pairs, but only three pairs of
rows, two matched pairs must involve positions that lie in the same rows. Thus M
contains M cyc3 (see Figure 6). Suppose that M is not degenerate. Positions A
and B cannot be matched to each other and no positions in the third row can
be matched to each other. Thus A and B are both matched to some position in
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1
g
x
1 g g
2
A
B
Figure 6. A 3  3 matched rectangle that contains M cyc3 .
the third row. Recall that by considering the core subgroup, we can assume that
the generators corresponding to row 1 and column 1 respectively are the trivial
group element. Since A must be matched to some position in row 3, we con-
clude that g D gix with i 2 ¹1; 2º, thus x D g k with k 2 ¹2; 3º. Since B is
matched to row 3, we conclude that xgj D g2 with j 2 ¹0; 1º. From g kgj D g2
and j   k < 2 it follows that g is a torsion element.
Lemma 4.6. Every 4  4 matched rectangle M is degenerate.
Proof. Let M be a non-degenerate 4  4 matched rectangle. Suppose first that M
contains the partially matched rectangle shown in Figure 7a. Looking at the core
subgroup, we see that ˇ D h1 C h2 C h2 C h3 D .h1 C h3/.1C g 1/. Thus
˛.h1 C h3/.1C g 1/ D 0;
which we conclude to be false by applying Theorem 2.1 twice. By symmetry M
cannot contain the transpose of the partially matched rectangle shown in Figure 7a
either.
In M there are eight matched pairs of positions. Since there are only
 
4
2
 D 6
ways to choose two rows, by the pigeonhole principle, there are two matched pairs
that involve positions in the same rows. We conclude that M contains M cyc3 .
By symmetry, we may assume that M contains the partially matched rectangle
depicted in Figure 7b. If A is matched to B , then M is degenerate. By Lemma 4.5
we know that not both positions A and B are matched to a position in ¹C;D;Eº.
If one of the positions A and B is matched to a position in ¹C;D;Eº, then at least
one of the two other positions in ¹C;D;Eº is not matched to G, which implies
that the cyclic closure of .1; 1/ spans all columns or all rows and thus that M is
degenerate (Lemma 2.12). By swapping rows 3 and 4 and repeating the argument,
we conclude that A and B are matched to a position in ¹F;Gº. Thus without
loss of generality, we may assume that A is matched to F , and B is matched
to G. Under this assumption, position E must be matched to J or to I . If E were
matched to J , then by trying every possible matching partner for H we conclude,
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h1 h2 h3 h4
1
g
(a) The existence of this partially
matched sub-rectangle implies
that ˇ is the product of elements
of smaller length.
A
B
F
G
E
J I H
DC
(b) If position A or B
is matched to a position
in ¹A;B;C;D;Eº, the
matched rectangle is de-
generate.
J
DC
(c) If M cyc3 is contained
in a 4  4 non-degenerate
matched rectangle, then it
forces this structure.
Figure 7. Several types of 4  4 partially matched rectangles.
using the observation from Figure 7b and the fact that M does not contain proper
matched sub-rectangles, that H cannot be matched to any other position. Thus E
is matched to I but then, as shown in Figure 7c, M contains the transpose of the
partially matched rectangle depicted in Figure 7a and is thus degenerate.
We have now shown all the parts of Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. If ˛ˇ D 0, as in the assumption of Theorem 1.2, then by
Theorem 2.1 one of the lengths of ˛ and ˇ must be at least 3. Lemma 2.2 shows
that it is sufficient to prove the statement for F2 instead of Q. Corollary 4.3 and
Lemmas 4.4 and 4.6 show exactly this.
The techniques used in the proof of Theorem 1.2 foreshadow that generaliz-
ing the method to greater length combinations will result in an excessively exten-
sive case distinction. Therefore, a reasonable course of action is to proceed with
a computer-assisted approach.
5 Canonical labeling of matched rectangles
Our intention is to design now an efficient algorithm for the problem of enumer-
ating non-degenerate matched rectangles. To this end, we define first the notion of
a canonical labeling for these objects. The concept of a canonical labeling can be
defined in a very general context, which makes it applicable to various combina-
torial objects. We refer the reader to [23] and [22] to see how canonical labelings
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are used in practice for isomorph-free exhaustive generation of graphs. In this
paper we only require canonical labelings for matched rectangles without proper
matched sub-rectangles and thus state the definition directly for these. Before we
do this, we define first the concept of a canonical form.
Definition 5.1. LetM be the set of matched rectangles that do not contain proper
matched sub-rectangles. A canonical form of the matched rectangles in M is
a map C WM!M such that for all matched rectangles M;M 0 2M we have
 C.M/ ŠM ,
 C.M/ D C.M 0/ if and only if M ŠM 0.
Thus, a canonical form assigns to every rectangle M in M a canonical repre-
sentative C.M/ isomorphic to M such that two rectangles have the same repre-
sentative if and only if they are isomorphic.
Intuitively, a canonical labeling is a map that describes how to manipulate
a matched rectangle M to obtain the canonical form C.M/. To make this state-
ment more precise, we need some definitions. Given an n m matched rectan-
gle M , an n  n permutation matrix Sr and an m m permutation matrix Sc ,
we define SrMSc to be the matched rectangle obtained in the usual way by per-
muting the rows and columns according to Sr and Sc respectively.
Definition 5.2. A canonical labeling of the matched rectangles inM is a map that
assigns every matched rectangle M two permutation matrices Sr.M/ and Sc.M/
such that the map C WM!M given by C.M/ WD Sr.M/MSc.M/ is a canonical
form.
With a different viewpoint, one can see that a canonical labeling is a map that
labels the rows and columns of a matched rectangle in a way that is consistent
across isomorphic matched rectangles.
In the rest of this section, we prove that for matched rectangles without proper
matched sub-rectangles a canonical labeling can be computed in time O.n2m2/.
Before we give a rigorous algorithm, we describe the intuition. Suppose we guess
the row i and the column j , which respectively correspond to the first row and
column of the canonical isomorph of a matched rectangle M . Position .i; j / is
matched to some other position .i 0; j 0/. The corresponding row i 0 and the corre-
sponding column j 0 will be column 2 and row 2 of the canonical form. Now we do
the following repeatedly. Among the rows and columns to which we have already
assigned a number, we choose some canonical position, which has a matched part-
ner in a row or in a column without assigned number. If the partner gives us a new
row, this row is assigned the smallest unused number among the rows. Similarly,
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if we obtain a new column, that column is assigned the smallest unused number
among the columns.
To describe the procedure in greater detail, we need to fix some notation. For
a list L we denote by LŒa entry number a. By jLj we denote the number of
elements in L. If a list of length k contains all integers in ¹1; : : : ; kº, then it can
also be seen as a permutation. Abusing notation, we identify such lists and their
corresponding permutation matrices.
For a position .i; j / in a matched rectangle M we define matM .i; j / to be the
position matched to .i; j /. We require some linear order on the set of all matched
rectangles inM that can be computed quickly. We can, for example, use the lexi-
cographic ordering <lex, which defines M <lex M 0 to hold if
.matM .1; 1/;matM .1; 2/; : : : ;matM .1;m/;matM .2; 1/; : : : ;matM .n;m//
is lexicographically smaller than
.matM 0.1; 1/;matM 0.1; 2/; : : : ;matM 0.1;m/;matM 0.2; 1/; : : : ;matM 0.n;m//
in the usual sense. However, we could also use any other efficiently computable
linear order.
Description of Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1 receives as input a matched rectan-
gleM . It first initializes two lists Sr and Sc to be empty lists. During the execution
of the algorithm, the algorithm stores in these lists the row and column permuta-
tions that give the relabeling of M that is smallest with respect to <lex among
all permutations generated by the algorithm so far. For every position .i; j / the
algorithm does the following. It initializes the lists Lr and Lc to .i/ and .j / re-
spectively. While Lr does not contain all rows or Lc does not contain all columns,
the algorithm finds a position that is matched to a position .k; `/ in a row not in Lr
or a column not in Lc . Here, with respect to some ordering induced by Lr and Lc ,
the position that is chosen is the least position with such a matched partner. These
matched partners are maintained in the ordered list N . The algorithm appends, if
not already contained, k and ` to the end ofLr andLc respectively. This procedure
creates two permutations Lr and Lc , which are stored in Sr and Sc , whenever Lr
and Lc give a permuted matched rectangle that is smaller with respect to <lex than
all previous matched rectangles the algorithm has produced.
Theorem 5.3. Algorithm 1 computes a canonical labeling of the matched rectan-
gles inM and runs, for an n m rectangle, in time O.n2m2/.
Proof. Correctness. We first prove that the output of Algorithm 1 is indeed a can-
onical labeling. To show this we prove the following. Let M and M 0 be two iso-
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Algorithm 1. Canonical labeling of matched rectangles without proper matched
sub-rectangle
Input: A matched rectangle M .
Output: A row permutation Sr and a column permutation Sc such that SrMSc
is the canonical representative of M .
1: Sr  ./
2: Sc  ./
3: for all .i; j / 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº  ¹1; : : : ; mº do
4: Lr  .i/
5: Lc  .j /
6: N  ..i; j //
7: while Lr does not have length n or Lc does not have length m do
8: .k; `/ mat.N Œ1/
9: pop NŒ1 from the list N
10: if k … Lr then
11: append k to the end of Lr
12: append .k; LcŒ1/; .k; LcŒ2/; : : : ; .k; LcŒjLcj/ to the end of N
13: end if
14: if ` … Lc then
15: append ` to the end of Lc
16: append .Lr Œ1; `/; .Lr Œ2; `/; : : : ; .Lr ŒjLr j; `/ to the end of N
17: end if
18: end while
19: if Sr D Sc D ./ or LrMLc <lex SrMSc then
20: Sr  Lr
21: Sc  Lc
22: end if
23: end for
24: return .Sr ; Sc/
morphic matched rectangles and let .SMr ; S
M
c / and .S
M 0
r ; S
M 0
c / be the respective
outputs of Algorithm 1; then
SMr .M/MS
M
c .M/ D SM
0
r .M
0/M 0SM 0c .M 0/:
To show this, it suffices to observe that the generation of the lists Lr and Lc is iso-
morphism invariant. More precisely, let .; 0/ be an isomorphism fromM toM 0.
For any list L, let .L/ and 0.L/ be the lists obtained by applying  and 0 to all
entries ofL respectively. If we compare the execution of the algorithm on matched
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rectangleM during the for-loop of some tuple .i; j /with the execution of the algo-
rithm on matched rectangle M during the for-loop of the tuple ..i/; 0.j //, then
any list Lr produced by the former will lead to the list .Lr/ produced by the
latter. Likewise any list Lc produced by the former will lead to the list .Lc/ pro-
duced by the latter. The reason for this is that N is isomorphism invariant as well
since it is determined by Lr and Lc . For a tuple of integers .i; j /, let LMr .i; j /
and LMc .i; j / be the lists computed in the iteration of the for-loop that corre-
sponds to the tuple .i; j / when M is given to the algorithm. We have thus shown
for all .i; j / 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº  ¹1; : : : ; mº that
LMr .i; j /ML
M
c .i; j / D LM
0
r ..i/; 
0.j //M 0LM 0c ..i/; 0.j //:
We thus conclude
SMr .M/MS
M
c .M/ D SM
0
r .M
0/M 0SM 0c .M 0/:
Running time. We now analyze the running time of the algorithm. Since com-
parison with respect to <lex can be performed in O.nm/, it suffices to show that
each iteration of the for-loop can be computed in time O.nm/. To show this, we
observe first that in each iteration one element is removed from the listN . Further-
more, since the lists Lr and Lc are monotonically increasing, all elements added
toN are distinct. Since there are only nm elements in ¹1; : : : ; nº  ¹1; : : : ; mº, the
total amortized time for manipulations performed on N is in O.nm/. The prod-
uct LrMLc can be computed in time O.nm/ as well. The other operations within
the for-loop are constant time operations, since we may assume that inverse lookup
is feasible in constant time. This can be assumed since the maximal length of the
lists Lr and Lc and the maximum size of any entry is n and m respectively.
Theorem 5.3 stands in contrast to the fact that no polynomial time algorithm
computing a canonical labeling for graphs is known. As McKay [24] notices, the
fact that matched rectangles without proper matched sub-rectangles can be canon-
ized by the method described implies that their automorphism group has size at
most nm. Moreover, it gives as a side-effect a list of all automorphisms. This is
due to the fact that once a position .i; j / has been chosen, all other positions are
determined.
The requirement that the matched rectangle given to the algorithm does not
have proper matched sub-rectangles is essential. Indeed, the isomorphism prob-
lem of general matched rectangles is graph isomorphism complete. A polynomial
time reduction from the graph isomorphism problem to the isomorphism prob-
lem of matched rectangles can be obtained as follows. Given a graph G with ver-
tex set V D ¹1; : : : ; nº and edge set E we define a matched n  2jEj rectangle.
We use two columns e1 and e2 to encode each edge e. If e has end vertices i and j ,
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then positions .i; e1/ and .j; e1/ are matched to each other and positions .i; e2/
and .j; e2/ are matched to each other. For all k 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº n ¹i; j º we match
positions .k; e1/ and .k; e2/. Two matched rectangles obtained in this way are iso-
morphic if and only if the original graphs are isomorphic. Since the construction
can be performed in polynomial time this shows the claimed graph isomorphism
completeness.
It is possible to adapt our canonical labeling algorithm to work also with all par-
tially matched rectangles of a specific kind. In fact we will now use the algorithm
to define a class of partially matched rectangles that behaves favorably with respect
to the algorithm. We say a partially matched rectangleM is adequate if there exists
a position .i; j / such that when executing the algorithm on matched rectangle M ,
the for-loop corresponding to position .i; j / will create lists Lr and Lc that con-
tain all matched positions inM before accessing a position in line 8 asNŒ1 that is
not matched. The definition is tailored so that Algorithm 1 can be applied to find a
canonical labeling of adequate partially matched rectangles. Furthermore, for ev-
ery non-trivial adequate matched rectangle in canonical form, there is exactly one
matched pair e such that removal of e gives a non-trivial adequate matched rectan-
gle in canonical form. This pair e is the matched pair that is accessed last when the
for-loop corresponding to .1; 1/ is executed. We call the pair e the canonical edge.
We extend the definition of a canonical edge to all adequate partially matched rect-
anglesM by considering the pre-image of the isomorphism to the canonical form.
If M 0 is obtained from M by deleting the canonical edge e, then we call M 0 the
canonical parent of M .
6 Computational results
The canonical labeling algorithm from the previous section may be used to enu-
merate all matched rectangles that do not contain proper sub-rectangles. We use
the method of the canonical construction path by McKay [22]. On a high level,
the method allows us to create all matched rectangles without proper matched
sub-rectangles by repeatedly forming canonical extensions of adequate partially
matched rectangles.
We describe the procedure in more detail. To compute all n m matched rect-
angles without proper matched sub-rectangles, starting with the empty n m par-
tially matched rectangle, we recursively compute for a matched rectangle M 0 one
representative of each isomorphism class of adequate partially matched rectan-
gles M of which M 0 is the canonical parent. As argued in the previous section,
the particular canonical labeling we have defined has the property that in every
adequate partially matched rectangle M there is exactly one matched pair e, such
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that deletion of e results in a partially matched proper sub-rectangle that is the
canonical parent of M . In order to avoid generation of isomorphic matched rect-
angles from the same parent M 0, it suffices for us to require the following. If M
has a row with a matched position such that all positions in this row are unmatched
in M 0, then this row is the smallest row in M 0 without matched positions. Sim-
ilarly, if M has a column with a matched position such that all positions in this
column are unmatched inM 0, then this column is the smallest column inM 0 with-
out matched positions. By the general theory underlying canonical construction
paths, we will only generate exactly one partially matched rectangle from each iso-
morphism class of adequate partially matched rectangles. The canonical labeling
defined for adequate partially matched rectangles has the property that the canon-
ical parent of an adequate partially matched rectangle in canonical form is also
in canonical form. Due to this property, the algorithm is in particular an orderly
algorithm (see [22]).
Since partially matched rectangles inherit degeneracy from partially matched
sub-rectangles (Lemma 2.7), we can prune any partially matched rectangle for
which we can determine degeneracy. In our implementation, instead of determin-
ing degeneracy in general, we employ mainly checks for degeneracy due to the
following specific reasons.
Obvious cyclic generation and resulting torsion. Given a position p we can
compute the cyclic closure of p. All generators corresponding to rows and columns
in this cyclic closure are in a cyclic subgroup. By analyzing the matched pairs of
two positions in the cyclic closure, it may be possible to find a torsion generator.
This implies degeneracy. Lemma 4.5 is an example of such a conclusion.
A sequence of positions .i1; j1/; .i 01; j 01/; .i2; j2/; .i 02; j 02/; : : : ; .ik; jk/; .i 0k; j
0
k
/
is a matching sequence if for all t 2 ¹1; : : : ; kº position .it ; jt / is matched to po-
sition .i 0t ; j 0t / and for all t 2 ¹1; : : : ; k   1º we have j 0t D jtC1 and i 0t ¤ itC1 .
Periodic cycle. Suppose that the sequence .i1; j1/; .i 01; j 01/; : : : ; .ik; jk/; .i 0k; j
0
k
/
is an induced matching cycle in a partially matched rectangle, i.e, the sequence is
a matching sequence that additionally fulfills j 0
k
D j1 and for which all it are
distinct. If there is a period 0 < p < k such that it D itCp and i 0t D i 0tCp for
all t 2 ¹1; : : : ; kº taking indices modulo k, the partially matched rectangle is de-
generate. Figure 5d shows an example of a partially matched rectangle with this
property. The period is 2.
If for K 2 ¹1; 2º the sequences
.iK1 ; j
K
1 /; .i
0K
1 ; j
0K
1 /; : : : ; .i
K
k ; j
K
k /; .i
0K
k ; j
0K
k /
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are matching sequences such that
i1t D i2t and i 0t 1 D i 0t 2
for all t 2 ¹1; : : : ; kº, then we say the matching sequences are parallel.
Mismatching parallel sequences. If in a partially matched rectangle for two
parallel matching sequences as above we have j 01k D j 11 but j 02k ¤ j 21 , then the
partially matched rectangle is degenerate since the generators corresponding to
columns j 02k and j 21 are identical.
There is a situation in which we can determine ahead of time that we will not
have to consider extensions of our current partially matched rectangle, despite the
partially matched rectangle not being degenerate.
The core subgroup is a factor group of a cyclic group or a solvable Baumslag–
Solitar group. Suppose for the partially matched rectangle M , by considering
the core subgroup and by using existing relations, we can determine that the core
subgroup is generated by a single element. Since the Zero Divisor Conjecture
holds for Z, any matched rectangle M 0 that contains M and has the same di-
mensions, must be degenerate. Similarly, if the canonical factor ofM is a solvable
Baumslag–Solitar group, then any matched rectangle M 0 that contains M and has
the same dimensions, must be degenerate. This line of reasoning has already been
applied in Lemma 4.4. As part of its proof, Figure 5a shows an example involving
a cyclic group and Figures 5b and 5c are examples involving Baumslag–Solitar
groups.
Instead of analyzing the degeneracy for all partially matched rectangles, we only
apply various pruning rules. For those matched rectangles where the pruning rules
are not sufficient to prove degeneracy, we employ the computer algebra system
GAP [11] due to its capability of handling finitely presented groups to eliminate
them. For the different length combinations, the table in Figure 8 shows the run-
ning time of an implementation of the described algorithm and the number of
unpruned matched rectangles that were resolved using GAP.
Using the fact that the execution of the algorithm, which includes the checks
performed by GAP, shows all matched rectangles of the various length combina-
tions are degenerate, we can prove Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. If ˛ˇ D 0, then by Theorem 2.1 one of the lengths of ˛
and ˇ must be at least 3. The execution of the algorithm has shown that, for all
other length combinations mentioned in the theorem, all matched rectangles are
degenerate, which proves the theorem.
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running time 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
3 < 1s < 1s < 1s 4s 34s 1877s 111657s
4 < 1s 436s
5 17s
7 17570s
unpruned rectangles 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
3 0 0 0 2 7 305 4068
4 3 585
5 19
7 16715
Figure 8. The table shows the total running times of the entire computation for var-
ious length combinations in seconds (top) and the corresponding numbers of un-
pruned matched rectangles, which were passed on to GAP (bottom). All computa-
tions were performed on 2.40GHz Intel Xeon E5620 cores.
7 Summary and conclusion
We described a class of presentations of groups, and the corresponding combi-
natorial objects called matched rectangles, which are universal for the existence
of a counter-example to the Zero Divisor Conjecture over F2. We have designed
an algorithmic method to rule out systematically counter-examples to the Zero
Divisor Conjecture among products of elements of small length. The results im-
ply the non-existence of such examples for the field Q. We remark that it is
known that if the group ring RŒG over an integral domain R contains a non-
trivial zero divisor, then it also contains a non-trivial element whose square is zero
(see [26]). It is thus sufficient to check the conjecture only for length combinations
for which length.˛/ D length.ˇ/. However, in the construction that, given a zero
divisor produces an element of square zero, it is not clear how the length changes.
With respect to undecidability, Grabowski [12] recently showed for a specific
group that the problem of determining whether a given element is a zero divisor is
undecidable.
Acknowledgments. I am grateful for the helpful comments and the nifty sugges-
tions I received from Brendan McKay and Matasha McConchie.
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